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SUMMARY 
An investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a four-blade 
rigid model propeller has been conducted in the Langley full-scale tunnel 
for angles of attack from 00 to lSOo) blade angles from 00 to 67 .50 ) and 
a range of advance ratio from 0 to 6 .2. The investigati on included a 
preliminary exploration of vertical descent and a comparison with theory 
of the rate of change of the normal - force coefficient with angle of 
attack and of the aerodynamic characteristics of the propeller at zero 
angle of attack. 
The static - thrust results indicate that the blade angle for the 
maximum figure of merit is slightly greater than So . The blade angle 
for maximum efficiency for forward flight at zero angle of attack is 
approximately 600 • For the unstalled portion of the advance-ratio range 
investigated) thrust) power) and normal - force coefficients increase with 
increasing angle of attack for a given value of advance ratio and blade 
angle . Vertical-descent velocity should probably be limited to values 
removed somewhat from the slipstream velocity because of increasingly 
violent fluctuations of forces and moments as the descent velocity 
approaches the slipstream velocity in a fully developed vortex-ring 
state of flow at the propeller disk . 
The theoretical method used for calculating the rate of change of 
the normal - force coefficients with angle of attack) normally applied to 
propellers) does not adequately predict the experimentally determined 
results for angles of attack greater than 150 • For the blade angles 
investigated) the strip-analysis theory using available two-dimensional 
airfoil data adequately predicted the variation of the thrust and power 
coefficient s and efficiency with advance ratio for an angle of attack 
of 00 . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The interest in propeller-driven vertically rlslng and descending 
airplanes has greatly increased the demand for information concerning 
the aerodynamic characteristics of propellers through a very large angle-
of-attack range (00 to 1800 ) . Propellers are known to produce a large 
normal' force when subjected to large a~les of attack, and the magnitude 
of this normal force and its rate of change with angle of attack, 
together with the moments acting on the propeller, are of primary inter-
est to the airplane designer because of their effects on the stability 
and control of the aircraft. 
The preselit tests were conducted in the Langley full-scale tunnel 
in order to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of a propeller 
while operating through an angle-of-attack range from 00 to 1800 for 
values of advance ratio varying from 0 to 6.2. The propeller was origi-
nally designed to be used on a convertible-type airplane. 
In addition to presenting the basic propeller characteristics, the 
paper includes a comparison with one of the available theories for sev-
eral angles of attack in order to determine whether the variation of the 
rate of change of the normal-force coefficient with angle of attack for 
large angles of attack can be ade~uately predicted. Calculations to 
.. 
det ermine the aerodynamic characteristics of the propeller at zero angle ~ 
of attack by using strip theory are also presented. 
COEFFIC IENTS AND SYMBOLS 
The results of the tests are presented as standard NACA coefficients 
of forces and moments. The data are referred to a system of axes, noted 
in figure 1, which coincides with the propeller thrust axis and a plane 
perpendicular to the thrust axis and midway between the two propeller-
disk planes. 
T propeller thrust, lb 
N propeller normal force, lb 
Q propeller torQue, ft-lb 
M propeller pitching moment, ft-lb 
y propell er yawing moment, ft-lb 
thrust coefficient , T/ pn2D4 
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Cp 
NC 
Cy 
RN 
n 
D 
R 
p 
v 
J 
J' 
r 
x 
B 
b 
power coefficient, 2nCQ 
normal-force coefficient, N/pn2D4 
normal-force coefficient, N 2 2 1.pv nD 
2 4 
tor~ue coefficient, Q/pn2D5 
pi tching-moment coefficient, M/pn2rJ5 
yawing-moment coefficient, y/pn2n5 
Mach number of propeller tip 
or 
Reynolds number based on chord at O.75R station 
propeller rotational speed, rps 
propeller diameter, 5.33 ft 
propeller tip radius, 2.66 ft 
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft 
velocity of free-stream tunnel airstream, fps 
propeller advance ratio based on streamwise component 
of velocity, V/nD 
propeller advance ratio based on velocity component 
normal to propeller disk,. V cos ~/nD 
propeller efficiency based on free-stream tunnel 
CT 
velocity, J-Cp 
radius at any propeller blade section, ft 
fraction of propeller tip radius, r/R 
number of blades 
propeller blade chord, ft 
3 
4 
h 
e 
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propeller equivalent chord, ~R br2dr~R r 2dr, ft 
propeller -blade - section maximum thickness, ft 
weighted propeller solidity, BCe/~R 
angle of attack measured from propeller-shaft axis 
to longitudinal tunnel axis, deg 
angle of attack measured from propeller-shaft axis 
to longitudinal tunnel axis, radians 
propel ler blade angle measured at 0.75R, deg 
propel ler blade angl e measured at any radius, deg 
propeller-blade design section lift coefficient 
rate of change of propel ler normal - force coefficient 
with angl e of attack per r adian, CNC/C~ 
MODEL AND APPARATUS 
The propeller configuration tested was a 1/3-scale model of a pro-
peller (design J = 4 . 0) designed for use on a convertible-type airplane, 
which was used previ ously for the investigations reported in references 1 
and 2. The propeller configuration consisted of two, tWO -blade, 5.33-
~oot -diameter propell ers mounted in tandem so as to form a four -blade 
configuration having a sol idity of 0 .121 based on the chord at the 0.75R 
station, a weighted solidity of 0.159 based on equivalent chord ce , and 
an act~vity factor of 90 . 3 . These tandem propellers were mounted in the 
same hub and rotated in the same direction. The amount of offset of the 
propellers i s 0 . 35 foot . The propellers were designed to flap ilOo in a 
forward and rearward plane ; but for the present tests, the blades were 
locked in a rigid position . The blades were constructed of steel and 
duralumin . Calculations were made of the torsional deflection under load 
and found to be negligible . Bl ade - form curves for the test propeller 
having NACA 16- seri es secti ons are gi ven in figure 2. 
A phot ograph showi ng t he propeller mounted ~or tests in the Langley' 
full - scale tunnel i s gi ven i n figure 3. Power was suppl ied to the pro-
peller through a r i ght- angl e gear box by a 200- horsepower electric-
induction motor mounted vertically in the propeller test tower. A 
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schematic drawing of the tower with all pertinent components and dimen-
sions is presented in figure 4. The tower was designed to pivot about 
its vertical axis; thus an unlimited angle-of-attack range was provided. 
Angle of attack for the present tests is considered to be in a horizon-
tal plane. The tower support structure was shielded from the tunnel air-
stream by a free-floating fairing attached at its base to a rigid 1/4-inch 
steel plate which served as a support and turntable for the fairing. The 
tower ~as mounted on a shielded strut that transmitted the forces acting 
on the propeller to the tunnel balance system. In addition to the forces 
measured on the balance system, forces and moments acting on the propeller 
were determined by a calibrated strain-gage balance mounted integrally 
with the structure of the tower (fig. 4). The propeller, gear box, and 
motor were mounted on a rigid frame pivoted on gimbals which allowed 
freedom of movement only in the thrust and normal-force directions. The 
frame was restrained from pivoting in the gimbals bl the strain-gage beams. 
Propeller tor~ue was measured by a strain-gage beam attached to the drive 
motor. The tail boom was used to counterbalance the static load on the 
thrust strain gages caused by the weight of the propeller and hub 
mechanism. 
TESTS 
Tests at static thrust were conducted in the Langley full-scale-
tunnel hangar (which is a large, unobstructed room) with the propeller 
slipstream directed through the opened hangar doors. These tests were 
made for a range of blade angle varying from 00 to 250 for several values 
of propeller rotational speed with the limiting condition being the maxi-
mum allowable rotational speed as limited by available tor~ue. The 
thrust and tor~ue were measured by a calibrated strain-gage system. 
Tunnel-operating force tests were made of the propeller for a range 
of angle of attack from 00 to 1800 • These angles of attack were obtained 
by rotating the tower in a horizontal plane throt~h approximately 900 for 
the forward-flight tests. However, to avoid the gross tower-wake-
interference effects expected for angles of attack greater than 900 , the 
tower angles of attack were decreased toward a = 00 with the propeller 
pitch angles and propeller rotation reversed so that the free-stream air 
approached the propeller disk from the rear. At nearly every angle of 
attack investigated, several propeller blade angles were tested which, 
from preliminary calculations, seemed appropriate . Blade angles, meas-
ured at 0.75R, varied from 00 to 67.50 with J' varying from 0 to 6.2 . 
Maximum tunnel velocity of the tests was 140 fps, corresponding to a 
tunnel Mach number of 0.12, and the maximum tip speed was 697 fps, corre-
sponding to a tip Mach number of 0.62. 
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Each tunnel test condition consisted of setting a predetermined 
angle of attack and blade angle with propeller rotational speed and 
tunnel airspeed varied to give a maximum range of advance ratio. The 
airspeeds below about 30 fps could not be obtained under steady condi-
tions because of the lower operating limit of the tunnel drive motors. 
These speeds were obtained under transient conditions in which the tunnel 
motors were turned off and the data were taken at time intervals of 20) 
40) and 70 seconds after shutdown. These time intervals correspond to 
airspeeds of approximately 20) 15) and 10 fps) r e spectively. A cali-
brated propeller-type directional anemometer mounted in the tunnel was 
used in measuring these low airspeeds. 
The force data presented for the tunnel operating conditions were 
obtained from wind-tunnel balance data only with the strain-gage data 
being used to show the magnitude and fre~uency of the fluctuations of 
the forces and moments noted for the vertical descent tests. The strain-
gage system was a moment-measuring system and) therefore) could be used 
to obtain only force results at static thrust or very low advance ratios 
or for very low angles of attack. Tor~ue was measured by a strain gage 
attached to the drive motor . 
Visual and photographic observations were made of a limited smoke 
study of the propeller in a near vertical descent condition for an angle 
of attack of 1650 and a blade angle of 160 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Presentation of Results 
The results of the present investigation are grouped into four main 
sections. The first section includes the static-thrust characteristics 
f or a range of propeller blade angle from 00 to 250 • The results of this 
section are given in figures 5 and 6. The second section presents the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the propeller for a very large angle-of-
attack range (00 to 82 . 50 )) a range of J' from 0 to 6.2) and with the 
blade angles varying from 40 to 67.50 • These results are presented in 
figures 7 to 13. 
The third section deals with the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
propeller when the relative wind is into the rear side of the propeller 
disk simulating a condition of airplane tail-first descent. The results 
of this section are presented in figures 14 to 18 . The final section 
presents a comparison with theory of the variation of the rate of change 
of the propeller normal-force coefficient with angle of attack. A com-
parison with theory of the experimentally determined values of CT) Cp, 
and ~ was also made for an angle of attack of 00 • The results of this 
s ection are presented in figures 19 and 20. 
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The data have been corrected for tunnel blockage, propeller-removed 
tares, and gear-box losses. In connection with the gear-box losses, it 
is important to state that gearing failures occurred twice during the 
course of the tests, and the second failure caused a slight curtailment 
of the original test program. Since it was necessary to assemble the 
gear box a third time, reworked gears were used in order to obtain the 
tare torque due to gearing with the propeller removed. Some i naccuracy 
in the power measurements, therefore, is to be expected. It was not 
feasible to make periodic checks of the tare torque during the course of 
the tests6 but comparisons of the calculated propeller characteristics at a = 0 , by use of strip theory, with the experimentally derived 
characteristics (fig . 20) show fair agreement, as will be more fully 
discussed later. In regard to the accuracy, however, it is usually pos-
sible to predict peak propeller efficienCies to within ±3 percent by 
strip-theory methods, whereas the results in figure 20(c) show differ-
ences as high as 5 percent. Some of this difference may be due to 
inaccuracies in the measurement of the power delivered to the propeller. 
No corrections have been made for jet-boundary effects or for the 
local stream angle at the propeller. The former are known to be very 
small because of the small propeller size used in the Langley full-scale 
tunnel. With regard to the stream angle, the normal force measured at a 
nOminal propeller angle of attack of 00 indicates that the_propeller 
actually has an initial angle of attack of approximately _2° or ~3°. Inas-
much as the propeller location in the tunnel changes with each angle-of-
attack setting, the work involved in obtaining the airstream surveys 
required to define accurately the stream-angle vari ation was not felt to 
be warranted. 
The accuracy of the force and moment data is believed to be within 
the following limits: 
Static Thrust 
±0.002 
±0.01 
±0.01 
±0.01 
±0.01 
Each static-thrust test was made with a fixed blade angle; therefore 
changes in propeller characteristics during a test are due only to change~ 
in rotational speed. The variation of thrust and power coefficient s with 
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Reynolds number and tip Mach number for a range of blade angle from 00 
to 250 are given in figure 5. In general, the CT and Cp curves are 
consistent with the trends obtained for most propellers in static thrust) 
and a de t a iled discuss i9n of figure 5 is felt to be unnecessary . 
The propeller figure of merit 
crr3/2 0.798 -----, which is the r atio of 
Cp 
the ideal minimum power required to produce a given thrust to the actual 
power required to produce the same thrust, plotted against the ratio of 
thrust coefficient to weighted solidity CT/cre for the range of tip Mach 
number, Reynolds number, and blade angle investigated is given in fig -
ure 6. The blade angle for the maximum figure of merit is slightly 
greater than 80 • For values of CT/cre. up to about 1 .1, the figure of 
merit is seen to increase rapidly at first and then more slowly with 
increasing Reynolds number and tip Mach number. At values of CT/ cre in 
excess of 1 .1, the fi gure of merit at the higher Reynolds numbers and 
tip Mach numbers shows a reduction with increasing Reynolds number and 
tip Hach number . This drop in the fi gure of merit may be a compreSSibil-
ity effect in view of the well- known fact that the critical Mach number 
of a irfoil sections decreases with increasing angle of attack (ref . 3). 
Forward Flight 
The forward-flight regime for a vertically rlslng airplane could 
conce ivably include angles of attack varying from 00 to approximately 900 . 
The very high angle - of- attack range would probably be attained only at 
very low values of J' representing a very slow forward speed at take -
off and landing or in the transition flight range. Of course) at high 
altitude during maneuvers, an airplane configuration could atta in fairly 
high angles of attack at cons i derably higher values of J' than the 
t ake - off condition; therefore, the present tests were conducted to include 
a very large J ' range over the large angle - of- attack range to include 
all poss i bl e flight conditions which this type airplane may experience, 
including airplane configurations having capabilities of a wide range of 
propeller speed by var i able gear r atios. 
The aerodynawic characteristics of the propeller for angles of 
attack from 0 0 to 82 . 50 are presented in figures 7 to 13. The blade 
angle for this range of angle of attack was varied from 300 to 67.50 
a t ex, = 00 and from 40 to 300 at ex, = 82 . 50 . The coefficients presented 
in these figures arc CT' Cp ' CN' CY' and Cm and are plotted against 
J' . The propeller efficiency (fi g . 7(c)) is shown for ex, = 00 only . 
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The value of J ' giving zero thrust for a given blade angle increased 
with increasing angle of attack for the blade angle and J ' range inves-
tigated (figs . 7 to 13). Except for the stalled range at low JI, the 
values of CT at a given blade angle increased with increasing angle of 
attack until the very high angles of attack were reached. For angles of 
attack of 750 and 82 .5°, the higher bl ade angles tested gave decreased 
values of CT with increasing J ' for the higher J' range investi -
gated . This fact indicates that the optimum blade angle for producing 
a net thrust has been exceeded . These angles of attack of 750 and greater 
are in a range that is synonymous with helicopter forward flight and the 
data would no longer be expected to follow the trend of normal propeller 
operati on . A preliminary calculation, using the method of reference 4, of 
the section angles of attack about the disk for these very large propeller 
angles of att ack showed an increase in section angle of attack on the 
forward-going blade and a decrease in section angle of attack on the 
rearward-going blade . This blade -angle - of -attack variation plus the 
effect of changing dynamic pressure on the forward- and rearward-going 
blades would be expected to produce large variations in the loading over 
t he disk . 
An attempt was made to make a more detailed calculation of the thrust 
coefficients of the propeller for an angle of attack of 750 and a blade 
angle of 400 for J ' = 0 . 4 by usi ng strip t heory and the method of ref -
erence 4 . For the low angle - of- attack range, section data were obtained 
from reference 3 ; however, very l arge positive and negative section angles 
of attack were encountered (-1000 to 400 ) which re~uired the use of sec-
tion data in a range where little i nformation is available for the present 
NACA 16- series airfoil section . Therefore, an extrapolated lift curve was 
determined, based on NACA 0012-seri es airfoil sections and Clark Y data 
(refs . 5 and 6 ) and several thrust coefficients were calculated and found 
to underestimate the experimental results by as much as 50 percent. 
Inspection of the calculati ons showed that deviations from the extrapo-
lated curve could produce large differences in the final coeffiCients , 
emphas izing the need for airfoil data at very large angles of attack. 
The calculations did shOW, however, that a large portion of the disk 
is operating in a region of negative thrust for the value of J' inves -
tigated, with the negative thrust condition becoming more pronounced with 
increasi ng J'. The l ack of surveys in the propeller plane or sufficient 
data to define accurately the loading over the disk makes the interpreta-
tion of the thrust- and power -coefficient curves for angles of attack of 
750 and 82 . 50 very difficult; and for the present paper , no attempt will 
be made t o explain the variations of CT and Cp against J' for these 
angles of attack. 
The power coefficients and the normal - force coefficients for a given 
blade angle and JI increase with increaSing angle of attack for the 
range of blade angle and J' investigated. 
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The blade angle for maximum efficiency at zero angle of attack is 
600 at J' = 3.7. 
The pitching-moment and yawing-moment coefficients, in general, 
increased with increasing J' and angle of attack for a given blade 
angle; however, no consistent trend was noted. 
The side force was measured and found to be negligible and is not 
included in the present paper. In the case of two-blade propellers, how-
ever, it is known that the side force is of considerable magnitude. (See 
ref. 7.) 
Vertical Descent 
The flight regime for a vertically rising airplane will probably 
include angles of attack up to 1800 which represents a tail-first vertical-
descent condition. For this reason an attempt was made to determine the 
propeller characteristics for the very high angle-of-attack range and for 
a limited range of negative J' and blade angles. As suggested by the 
results of previous tests with this propeller installed on a model air-
plane configuration (reported in ref. 2) there was evidence that violent, 
unstable motions of that model in a tail-first condition could be attrib-
uted to the unsteady propeller slipstream. This conclusion was supported 
by the fact that, with the propellers removed from the model, no unstable 
motions of any kind were experienced at an angle of attack of 1800 . The 
present tests with propeller alone indicated the same type of motions of 
approximately the same magnitude as those noted in reference 2. As in 
the tests of referen~e 2, the present simulated vertical-descent tests 
were limited and were terminated before any appreciable amount of data 
could be obtained because of the excessive wear and damage to the blades 
and experimental hub mechanism. 
The vertical-descent tests were made by operating the tunnel at its 
lowest continuous velocity (V ~ 38 fps) and varying J' by increasing 
the propeller rotational speed. This type of operation would allow the 
negative advance ratio to vary from a value of approximately -1.0 to 
values approaching zero (static thrust). The tests had to be terminated, 
however, just as the important operating range of J' (0 to -0.2) was 
approached. This situation was unfortunate because the operating range 
of the propeller of a vertically descending airplane would probably include 
very high rotational speeds and low descent velocities which would neces-
sarily result in values of J' approaching zero. The accompanying aero-
dynamic data given in figure 14 are, therefore, of limited value except to 
correlate the results given in figures 15 to 18 which show the time history 
of the propeller thrust, normal force, and tor~ue for the range of J' 
investigated. These time-history data were obtained by recording the 
results obtained from the strain-gage system noted in figure 4. 
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The time-history data (figs. 15 to 18) show the increase in magni-
tude of the force and moment fluctuations as J' approached zero. For 
the least negative values of J' investigated for each of the test con-
ditions, the forces and moments varied as much as ±20 percent of the 
total values measured. 
In addition to the obvious structural and fatigue problems, operation 
in this range would probably impair the ability to control the aircraft 
because of the violent flow fluctuations. 
The reason for the violent fluctuations of the forces and moments 
is probably due to the fact that the slipstream velocity was approaching 
or was e~ual to the free-stream velocity, resulting in a very unstable 
region of air at the propeller disk that could be described as a fully 
developed vortex-ring state of flow. This flow condition has been experi-
enced by helicopters in partial-power descents. Any descent velocity 
which is removed somewhat from the slipstream velocity probably will 
produce less violent motions. 
Visual and photographic observations were made of the flow in the 
region of the propeller by using smoke for an angle of attack of 1650 , a 
blade angle of 160 , and J' of approximately -0.3. The results of these 
observations showed a semiperiodic flow back and forth through the pro-
peller disk, which would account for the large fluctuations in forces 
noted previously. 
As an illustration of the magnitude of this disturbance, the ane-
mometer located some 18 feet from the propeller (see fig. 3) was peri-
odically turned 1800 from its usual direction. 
Comparison With Theory 
For conventional propeller operation, Goldstein's propeller vortex 
theory in conjunction with two-dimensional airfoil data has been found 
to be a reliable method of predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of 
propellers. (See ref. 8.) In application to yawed or pitched propeller 
problems, except for small angles of pitch or yaw, this method has so 
far been handicapped by a lack of two-dimensional airfoil data at high 
angles of attack, as has already been mentioned earlier in the present 
paper. Actually, of course, it is not certain whether the vortex theory 
as now used would apply to large angles of attack or to stalled operating 
conditions, even if the two-dimensional airfoil data were available. 
Because of the labor involved in applying strip-theory methods to 
the calculation of the propeller normal force for even small angles of 
attack, several simplified methods for calculating the normal force have 
been developed, the most widely used method being that of Ribner (ref. 9). 
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The development of this method, which is explained in reference 10, is 
based on the assumption of only small changes in the propeller veloc-
ity field. In application, this method has been found to give fairly 
reliable results for angles of attack up to approximately 150 . Use is 
made of the present data to check the applicability of Ribner's method 
over a larger range of pitch angle than previously tried. 
Tbe results of the experimentally determined values of the rate of 
change of the propeller normal-force coefficients with angle of attack 
for angles of attack from 00 to 82.50 and the results determined by the 
method of reference 9 are shown in figure 19. The values used for the 
spinner and sidewash factors in the theoretical calculations were 1.14 
and 0.4, respectively, and are sufficiently accurate as determined in 
reference 4. 
In the unstalled range of J (J > 1.8) for angles of attack of 00 
and 1 50 and blade angles from 400 to 600 , the theory gives results that 
are, in general, within the flO-percent accuracy noted in reference 9; 
however, for angles of attack of 300 or more, the inaccuracy was increas-
ingly greater than flO percent, as can be determined from the results 
given in figure 19. 
It is interesting to note that a decrease in section lift-curve slope 
(which was 0 .1 per degree) used in the calculations shifts the calculated 
curve to a lower position which is parallel t o the original curve. It 
can be seen by inspection of figure 19 for angles of attack of 600 and 
750 that, by decreasing the section lift-curve slope, the calculated 
curve would be shifted downward, and would result in a closer correlation 
of experimental and calculated results for the higher range of J inves-
tigated. It was noted that, for an angle of attack of 750 , a decrease 
to 0.014 per degree in the section lift-curve slope used in the theoret-
ical method would result in a close correlation of theoretical and 
experimental results for J greater than 2.0. The applicable lift-
curve -slope variation, however, is unknown. 
The method of reference 9 gives results that fall still farther from 
the experimental results when angle of attack is increased to 82.50 • The 
experimental results show negative values of NC ' whereas the theoretical ~ 
method used has no prOvision to account for these negative values. 
The aerodynamic characteristics of a propeller at zero angles of 
attack and yaw can, in general , be adequately predicted by making use 
of a strip analysis for the airfoil sections used and by considering 
compressibility effects. This prediction was made by using available 
airfoil-section data (ref . 3) which were incomplete, making it neces-
sary to rely on extrapolated values obtained from the results given in 
references 5 and 6 for NACA 0012-series airfoil sections and Clark Y 
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airfoil data, respectively. The results of these calculations, along 
with the experimental data, are presented in figure 20. 
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The variations of CT and Cp with advance ratio are fairly well 
predicted by the calculations; however, the experimental data are con-
sistently higher throughout the range tested. The variation of effi-
ciency with J, of course, follows the" trend set by the thrust and power 
coefficients. 
The basic reason why theory does not predict the actual values of 
thrust and power coefficients and efficiency for the blade angles tested 
has not been determined. The gear-box tare torque, as discussed in the 
section "Presentation of Results," is a possible source for the differ-
ences in the experimental and calculated values of power coefficient and 
efficiency and the use of extrapolated" data for portions of the calcula-
tions could also account for part of these differences. In the forward-
flight section, the coefficients ~T and Cp for the unstalled range 
of J' are shown to increase wtth increasing angle of attack and it is 
possible that the small initial angle of attack noted in the section 
"Presentation of Results" is a contributing factor for the experimentally 
determined values being greater than theory predicts. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The tests of a 1/3-scale, four-blade, model propeller designed f or 
use on a convertible-type airplane conducted in the Langley full-scal e 
tunnel for range s of angle of attack, blade angle, and advance r atio of 
00 to 1800 , 00 t o 67.50 , and 0 to 6.2, respectively, indicate the fol-
lowing conclusions: 
1. The blade angle for the maximum figure of merit is slightly 
greater than 80 (zero advance ratio). 
2. The blade angle for maximum efficiency for zero angle of attack 
is approximately 600 • 
3. For the unstalled portion of the advance-ratio range, thrust, 
power, and normal-force coefficients increase with increasing angle of 
attack for a given value of advance ratio and blade angle. 
4. Thrust and torque varied as much as t20 percent during the por-
tion of the vertical-descent tests where the slipstream velocity approached 
the free-stream velocity. The strength and fatigue problems developed in 
the propeller due to these forces, together with the difficulties that 
may be experienced in controlling the aircraft because of the abrupt 
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slipstream fluctuations, may limit rates of descent to values somewhat 
removed from the slipstream velocity . 
5. The theoreti cal method of Ribner does not adequately predict the 
rate of change of the normal-force coefficient with angle of attack for 
angles of attack greater than 150 • 
6. The strip analysis carried out in an effort to predict the meas-
ured characteristics at zero angle of attack predicted fairly well the 
experimental results . 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory) 
National Advi sory Committee for Aeronautics) 
Langley Field, Va., March 15, 1954. 
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